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Abstract—Fences are used all over the world to protect areas
against unauthorized access. While most fences meet these
requirements by building a physical and psychological barrier
against intruders, this is not sufficient for areas of particular
interest like restricted areas of an airport or construction sites
with expensive goods. To detect intruders we integrate wireless
sensor nodes into a fence. We fulfill the requirements for real-
world energy-awareness by using active sensors with configurable
logic, power saving modes like WOR and power down modes. The
sensor nodes are capable of differentiating between several events,
with the appliance of a distributed classification algorithm.
We present an energy-aware platform for a distributed fence
surveillance system in a wireless sensor network. We report
on our experience in creating a platform that is concerning
energy and performance demands and specifically tailored for the
purpose of fence surveillance including fully integrated housing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Burglary on security sensitive areas and construction sites

with valuable equipment is assessed as a high economical

loss. Therefore a flexible, easy installable, economical and

high accurate surveillance system is necessary. A common

solution to prevent theft and vandalism on construction sites

or to protect valuable goods on airports is a fence. Typically

a fence has two disadvantages: Firstly, it reveals the existence

of something valuable or interesting and secondly, a fence is

simply crossed with some sportsmanship or opened with cheap

tools. Current fence surveillance systems still need additional

cameras and watchmen to protect borders or entire areas which

leads to high costs and complex technical infrastructures [1].

Embedded security systems that are based on distributed event

detection with sensor nodes can help to improve and simplify

fence surveillance installation in the future. Wireless commu-

nication brings the advantage of easy installation, but causes

problems concerning energy consumption and power supply as

well as limited bandwidth. Typical lifetime requirements for

WSNs on e.g. construction sites, vary from some months up

to several years, depending on the building project. Hence, we

need to reduce the amount of energy by applying an intelligent

event detection system that is able to perform an in-network

evaluation of collected data. Further, an appropriate hardware

platform is required that supports numerous energy-saving

techniques like Wake-On-Radio (WOR) and suitable power

down modes supported by the microcontroller unit (MCU). For
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Fig. 1. Left: centralized data evaluation, Right: decentralized data evaluation

an energy-aware surveillance system, all mentioned methods

need to be applied to reach the highest lifetime possible.

Finally, the whole sensor node needs to be integrated into a

fence to provide highest protection to the node itself.

We propose a new embedded system with specialized hard-

ware in a full housing that integrates the energy source for

a lifespan of more than half a year. The system includes

our distributed algorithm for high accuracy event detection,

based on distributed versions of classical pattern recognition

approaches [2] with an a priori and supervised training. To

save energy, we suggest to switch from a centralized to a

decentralized data evaluation as depicted in Fig. 1. In the

left part of Fig. 1, a traditional Wireless Sensor Network

(WSN)[3] uses sensor nodes as data collectors and sends all

raw data to the base station (sink). Each node that is used to

forward packets towards the sink suffers from the energy costs

of additional radio traffic. Nodes that provide the last hop to

the sink are frequently used to transmit data to the sink which

leads to early failures of these nodes. In the right part of Fig. 1,

all calculations are done on nodes and only a reduced feature

vector is propagated within the network. Finally, a resulting

and relevant event may be propagated through the network to

the sink which reduces the original data stream to a single byte

which reduces the energy-consumption on multi-hop routes.

In [4] we presented a feature-based distributed event detection

system that assembles and evaluates a combined feature vector

within the network to distinguish between multiple events.

Based on the distributed event detection, we introduce an

energy-aware hard- and software architecture that allows to

deploy real-world applications with high life time. This paper



contributes to the field of energy-aware distributed fence

surveillance for WSNs as follows:

• An energy-aware hard- and adjusted software platform.

• The integration of an distributed event detection and a

fully realized housing.

• Several engineering problems that are often overlooked

in testbed deployments are solved.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion II presents comparable event detection systems. Sec-

tion III discusses a newly designed sensor node with housing,

a multiple base node approach and the distributed event

detection system. The energy-awareness achieved by hard- and

software adjustments is discussed in Section IV. Experiments

and results are covered in Section V. Section VI evaluates the

energy consumption and the communication response time of

our event surveillance system. Finally, Section VII concludes

the paper and gives a short outlook to the future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Current approaches to integrate event detection in WSNs

typically apply a threshold detection, like the fence surveil-

lance system introduced by Kim et al. [1] which does not

classify any events. The system is equipped with ground and

fence nodes to detect intruders. Combined with a network

camera to focus on the intruder, an unmanned ground and

air vehicle extend the communication and interaction of the

system. The scenario does not cover events that occur in a

time-period smaller than 20 seconds, a duty cycle period of

30 seconds is introduced with 10 seconds for sensing and

20 seconds for sleep. With this duty cycle period and the

assumption of a maximum available electrical charge of 19Ah,

they calculate a lifespan of approximately 70 days for the

ground and the fence nodes.

In [5] Yousefi et al. evaluate an event detection system with

one sensor that is attached in the middle of the fence. They

evaluate two different kinds of events (rattling and climbing)

that have been exposed to one fence element with a detection

rate of 90%. They used a 3D-acceleration sensor for data

gathering and event detection. The involved classifier is a

Bayesian classifier with an underlying state machine. They

extract resonance frequency based features. They are neither

introducing a distributed system nor do they disclose the used

hardware in detail.

In [6], Genet c© offers a fence monitoring system TEDASTM

for military applications. No detailed description of the algo-

rithms are given. All nodes are supplied with a 12 Volt DC

wire, and the sink nodes with a 220 Volt AC wire. They make

use of a 2.4GHz transceiver with 16 Channels, and a 3D

accelerometer with a sensitivity of +/− 2 g.

In [7] Wang et al. give an overview of current energy aware

wireless sensor networks with the goal of collecting data and

to maximize lifetime in parallel. They state that the typical

centralized and unbalanced traffic pattern (see Fig. 1) needs

to be solved. Typical duty-cyle-based approach collect data

in rounds or try to distribute needed communication over the

network. As a disadvantage the resolution of collected data

may be reduced and latency raised. We suppose that collecting

a huge amount of data without running into energy balancing

problems is solvable by using in-networking capabilities like

pattern-recognition and collaborative event evaluation that

prevent the system from sending raw-data through the whole

network to a sink.

Our prior work in [8] and [4] provides a distributed event de-

tection system and reaches a high average detection accuracy

of about 87%. Further on, it taught us lessons on how to design

a sensor node for the special needs of a fence surveillance

system and how integrate it within a fence.

III. AVS-EXTREM EVENT DETECTION SYSTEM

The goal of fence monitoring is to distinguish between

numerous events like opening the fence, kicking against the

fence or climbing over the fence and therefore to prevent the

protected area from unauthorized access. In order to monitor

these events we place sensor nodes within the fence and

additionally on valuable tools like air hammers and vehicles.

Each attempted break-in is recognized by several sensors

and collaboratively evaluated by the detection system. The

whole system is divided into two layers, the system and the

application layer, see Fig. 2. It covers all sub sequentiality

mentioned requirements.

A. Architectural Overview

The system layer contains the AVS-Extrem Sensor Board,

the operating system and the energy management. The AVS-

Extrem Sensor Board is an ARM7 based wireless sensor node

which is designed to fit into typical construction site fence

elements and will be introduced in Section III-B1. A low

power acceleration sensor is needed to gather data of any fence

movement and is evaluated in [8], where the SMB380 Bosch

sensor is suggested as a suitable 3D acceleration sensor for the

fence monitoring application. A specialized and waterproof

housing has been developed to protect the hardware from

environmental influences, see Section III-B2.

A flexible energy management that supports WOR and nu-

merous MCU dependent energy saving techniques is required.

The energy supply has to last for a period longer than three

months of use, to meet the minimum requirements of a short

term installation. The energy management is described in

Section IV-A and Section IV-B. To guarantee a low response

time and high precision during the event detection, a thread

based real time operating system (RTOS) is needed. We use the

FireKernel RTOS [9] which features threading and a priority

based preemptive multitasking. For completely secured com-

munications, we implemented a security layer that proposes

a symmetric cipher-algorithm in CBC-Mode [10] to provide

confidentiality, authenticity and integrity, see [11]. The Micro-

Mesh-Routing (MMR) protocol is initially introduced in [12]

and briefly described in Section III-C. We extend MMR by

a virtual sink to support multiple base nodes. This enhances

our WSN with a handy scalability that depends on the number

of base nodes. Additional nodes can be added with minimal

effort to extend the dimension of the network.
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Fig. 2. System architecture
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Fig. 4. AVS-Extrem housing

The application layer contains an optional Dempster-Shafer

based data quality estimator [13]. The data quality estimator

is able to assess incoming values by heuristics. A data quality

estimation allows subsequently to decide whether the reliabil-

ity of a measurement is high or low. The data aggregation can

be performed depending on the data quality. The acceleration

sensor is automatically calibrated before and after each event.

We developed our own application dependent calibration rou-

tine that takes into account noise and interruptions during the

calibration period. The system also contains the mandatory

distributed event detection system that is described in Sec-

tion III-D, while further details can be found in [4].

B. Hardware

The AVS-Extrem sensor node is based on the MSB-

A2 platform [14] developed at the Freie Universität Berlin.

As the MSB-A2, the AVS-Extrem sensor node is equipped

with an LPC2387 microcontroller [15] and uses the CC1101

transceiver [16]. The microcontroller is based on an ARM7

core, operating at 72MHz. The CC1101 is driven by a 26MHz
clock and uses the 868MHz SRD radio band. Because of our

requirement of a revised blank shape and additional peripheral

devices, we designed a new sensor board.

1) AVS-Extrem Sensor Node: For the AVS-Extrem project

a new printed circuit board (PCB) had to be designed due to

the fact that an accelerometer is required for our application

and the form factor of the PCB had to be adjusted to fit into

the proposed housing, (Fig. 3). The core of the new design is

identical to the MSB-A2, but new peripheral parts were added.

The 3D-accelerometer SMB380 [17] is applied because of

its supplementary features. The sensor offers a high sampling

rate of up to 1500Hz and a maximum range of 8 g which

is necessary to cover high acceleration shocks. The autarkic

acceleration sensor logic (ACC-Logic) is able to detect the

event beginning using the threshold value register. During the

event detection the ARM7 MCU is in power down mode (PD).

The threshold settings are determined during kernel start-up

and after each event. We involve environmental parameters like

wind, fence position and manufacturing tolerances of internal

converters that may cause ripple. [8]. During experiments,

the node specific and dynamic gathered thresholds reached

a maximum of 0.2 g.

To provide a gapless event recognition that initiates the

succeeding event evaluation, the acceleration sensor is con-

tinuously active and consumes 200μA at 3.3V. In addition to

the core components explained above, the PCB also uses the

temperature/humidity sensor SHT11, to monitor environmental

parameters as well as a SD Card slot to store prototype data.

The LTC4150 coulomb counter is used to monitor the state of

the batteries. Further peripheral interfaces depicted in Fig. 3

are used for development purposes.

2) Sensor Node Housing: Our aim is to integrate as much

of the sensor node as possible into the vertical rod of a zincked

steel fence, because the fence itself already offers a high grade

of robustness, see Fig. 5. In contrast to this benefit, the antenna

has to stay outside the fence as the vertical rod affects wireless

communication like a Faraday cage. The housing enables to

arrange experiments with comparable settings as the sensor

nodes can be mounted in a highly repeatable, very stable and

fixed way within the fence.

To deploy the sensor node into the fence, we have to

solve several engineering problems that are typically ignored

in testbed deployments because of the difficulty to simulate

the exact behaviour (Fig. 4). These problems are a long-time

battery supply as well as robustness to the impact several

weather conditions and a rugged housing which meets the

requirements of a construction site installation.

We decided to use standard D-Cells to provide a flexible

design and to deliver a more stable capacity even at low

temperatures. We further decided to choose a brass battery

case for solidity and conductivity for the ground connection.

A brass coupling connects the sensor node with the battery

case while a thin rigid PVC isolated copper core connects

the positive pole. To provide undisturbed radio communication

and to assure resistance to a wide range of weather conditions,

we package the sensor node within a Makrolon R© tube. The

red Makrolon R© applicator (see Fig. 4) holds the sensor node

in correct position, is plugged into the coupling and employs

standard banana plugs. A reverse polarity protector allows only

one correct contact termination. The battery case is shuttered

with a screw cap which is actuated by a spring. In rare cases a

vertical shock is able to compress the spring which disconnects

the battery. This problem is solved by an additional capacitor

to bypass a temporary interrupt to the power supply. To affix
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the sensor node in the fence a two part installation lock is

used to fix the node at the lock and the lock at the fence.

C. Networking – Multiple Base Nodes

Multiple base nodes are adopted in order to provide fault-

tolerant connections between an arbitrary node in the WSN

and the virtual sink. Fig. 6 illustrates a configuration of a

network with two base nodes. Base nodes act as proxies

between the sensor nodes and the sink. The sink is connected

to multiple base stations via a wireless or wired connection.

In case of failure or non-reachability of a base node, an

alternative base node is automatically discovered by the Micro-

Mesh-Routing Protocol (MMR) [12]. Thus, the reliability

of the network and the accessibility of the sink will be

improved. The Micro-Mesh-Routing Protocol as a reactive and

dynamic routing protocol selects a robust path to the sink.

MMR combines different approaches and features of divers

routing protocols like AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Vector) to

use hop-by-hop routing during the data transmission, while

the principle of DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) is used to

collect partial route information in the course of the route

discovery phase. MMR attempts to set up a route between

two neighbors. In contrast to a strict reactive protocol, the

intermediate nodes analyze all forwarded packets, to update

their routing tables. Sequence numbers are used to prevent

loops, to avoid duplicates and to determine the freshness of

a route. MMR handles changes in the WSN topology by

automatically discovering new routes to the base nodes. The

discovery operation uses two message types Route Request
(RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP). The base nodes handle all

RREQ messages destined to the sink by generating a RREP

message, hence, each base node virtually represents the sink.

After route discovery, the data transfer can be started, where

the intermediate nodes forward the packet to one of the base

nodes according to the routing table entries. Finally, the base

node delivers the message to the sink, see Fig. 6.

D. Distributed Event Detection

The event detection system consists of two modules: train-
ing and recognition. Both modules perform a collection of raw

data during an event, preprocessing, feature extraction, feature

distribution and a final classification which may raise an alarm

in the recognition module, see Fig. 7.

1) Training: During the a priori and supervised training all

events have to be trained at the fence where the events need to

be performed as exemplary depicted in Fig. 5. The measured

raw data is preprocessed with filter functions to smoothen the

incoming values. During preprocessing, the system addition-

ally segments the event by hysteresis functions to detect the

beginning and the end of events. Depending on the application

and the used features it is subsequently possible to normalize

the data by value and/or by time. During the feature extraction,

the nodes calculate all available features for each trained class

and send the features in a combined feature vector to the

sink. The feature generation reduces the dimensionality of the

data stream but keeps the characteristics of varying events.

The Leave-one-out Cross Validation (LOOCV) [18] is applied

on all collected features to assess feature combinations. The

assessment is done by the Euclidean-based prototype classifier.

The selected features are combined in a new reference

feature vector for each class: called prototype. The variance in

the raw data during training is used to define a radius around

each prototype, the classification region. Events classified

within this region are assessed as valid. The training is finished

after distributing the prototypes to all sensor nodes.

2) Event Detection: If an event arises at the fence the

affected nodes start to collect raw data, similar to the training.

First of all, the raw data is preprocessed and in contrast to the

training only the selected features, defined by the prototypes,

are extracted. During feature distribution, all features are send

via broadcast to the 1-hop neighborhood. Nodes affected by

the event fuse the received features to a complete but initially

unclassified feature vector. The nodes then run the euclidean

based prototype classification. If a node classifies an event

successfully, the event may raise an alarm. As in [4] suggested,

only one small alarm packet has to be send to the sink in.

IV. ENERGY-AWARENESS

A. Hardware

The main goal of our new hardware platform – next to

meeting size limitations, offering sufficient performance and

providing required resources – is a long runtime between

maintenance intervals to increase usability. We meet these

requirements by choosing components that match to the ex-

pected duty cycle of most WSNs: Long term inactivity, short

term processing and communication. Optimizing this period



of inactivity obtains higher energy saving and increases the

lifespan many times. Nevertheless, our primary requirement is

a continuous monitoring of events. We fulfill this requirement

by a configurable 3D-acceleration sensor that is able to activate

the MCU for further acceleration data processing after an event

occurred. During surveillance, the system has a total power

consumption of 9.0mW and about 0.7mW are attributed to

the acceleration sensor. The remaining power consumption

is composed by the ARM7 power down mode, tempera-

ture/humidity sensor, transceiver WOR-mode and unavoidable

transformation loss. In contrast, event detection without ACC-

Logic would require at least 206.25mW.

B. Software

The FireKernel [9] implements a generic support for power

savings. It enters power down mode whenever threads do

not demand processing time and no peripherals are operating

that will be affected by power down mode. Peripherals are

always affected whenever their operation is dependent on clock

signals generated indirectly by the Phase-Locked-Loop. The

device driver needs to prevent FireKernel from accessing the

MCU power down mode in these cases. Nevertheless, the

MCU can be halted by using IDLE mode.

If no fine-grained timers are required but a rough time

control is sufficient, the application can use Real Time Clock

(RTC) alerts with a one sec resolution. The MCU can be

reactivated by the RTC alert which enables that all other clocks

can be halted during idle time. The external RTC 32 kHz clock

will not be affected by this power down mode and continues

to operate normally and alerts the MCU just in time.

V. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

Our experiments show a whole life cycle of a sensor node

during distributed event detection and recognition. To measure

the energy consumption of the whole board as accurately as

possible we soldered a 10Ω shunt resistor into the supply line

which is powered by a reference voltage of 5V. To measure

the voltage of the shunt resistor a digital sampling oscilloscope

(DSO) is attached. As the resistor and the voltage are known,

we can calculate the value of the current and use it to calculate

the electric power used by the sensor node over the time of

one DSO sample. By integrating the electric power over the

time of one system state, like packet transmission or IDLE

mode, we can exactly measure the energy used per state and

use this information to approximate the energy consumption

of the whole system over a certain time.

During the event detection phase, the sensor nodes use

the MCU power down mode (PD), that also shuts down all

internal peripherals. The wireless transceiver uses the WOR

mode and is able to process incoming data. The acceleration

sensor is active and monitors the fence elements movement.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the relation between different energy-

aware techniques that can be utilized with our hardware. An

energy diagram of all phases of an event is depicted in Fig. 8.

During PD, a mean energy consumption of 9.0mW is

ascertained. During an event, the MCU is periodically utilized

to fetch acceleration data from the acceleration sensor to the

MCU (206.25mW). This is followed by the feature extraction

(350mW), and classification (58.80mW on average). As

described in [4], a maximum of seven sensor nodes are

involved into a fence event. Hence, in the phase of feature

distribution one broadcast packet is send (373.33mW) and

during classification six packets are received (178.5mW) from

the neighborhood. Finally the result is calculated and sent

to the sink. Afterwards the sensor node is re-calibrated or

if the hysteresis function has converged, the sensor node

immediately returns to the detection mode. The average time

duration of an event is about 10 s, including sampling, feature

extraction, distribution and classification is 129.8mW.

To evaluate radio communication latency we deployed 28
AVS-Extrem sensor nodes indoors (in the university building)

and outdoors. We measured the latency for up to three hops

and compare WOR with CRX. Latency is here defined as the

roundtrip time of a full-sized data-packet.

Fig. 9 shows the results of the latency experiment in

multiple settings. The CRX results represent the latency values

with the transceiver in constant RX mode. In CRX mode we

assume that the transceiver causes no delay. During WOR we

expect higher latencies because of a duty cycle of 0,0018%

(542ms sleep period, 1ms awake period). For WOR mode,

we reach a median indoor latency of 633, 1141, 1611ms and

outdoor latency 766, 1313, 1893ms for 1 to 3-Hop routes.

CRX-environments reach 62, 192, 324ms respectively.

VI. EVALUATION

Due to energy-aware techniques (EAT), we are able to

reduce the mean power consumption from 456mW to 9mW,

see Fig. 10. To evaluate energy consumption in a real-world

scenario we assume 5 events per hour with a sampling duration

of 10 s each. In our setup, we send 3 unicast status packets

per hour to the sink. As construction site fences are rearranged

infrequently, the routes are assumed as stable. The distributed

event detection requires an additional power of 4mW, while

it requires additional 197mW if the ACC-Logic is not active.

Hence, we measured a mean power consumption of

13.0mW in the detection scenario. Four standard D-Cells are

capable of 90Wh resulting in a lifetime of about 280 days, as

depicted in Fig. 10. This outperforms the fence surveillance

system of Kim et al. [1] by four times, while they assume

that no event will occur. Even in case of CRX or very high

frequency of events, our system will survive of at least one

week which serves short term installations, see first column

(No EA) in Fig. 10.

Placing the initial detection of an event into the sensing

hardware by applying the previous mentioned ACC-Logic, we

gain energy savings in an order of 15 times compared to a

software detection (no ACC-Logic), see Fig. 10. This high

impact emphasizes the importance of a MCU independent

sensor. The ACC-Logic decreases MCU processing time and

enables the full capabilities of energy saving modes.

WOR latency in Fig. 9 can be verified by summing up the

following values: As we use a WOR sleep period of 542ms we
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expect a delay of about 280ms per transmission. Hence, as we

measure the latency by using a roundtrip packet we assume

about 560ms per hop. In addition a random CRX-backoff,

discussed in [12] and internal computation time occurs, which

can be approximated from the CRX 1-hop time of about 60−
100ms. The results show an expected latency of 633−766ms
for a 1-hop WOR echo transmission up to 1611−1893ms for

a 3-hop WOR echo transmission. The outdoor scenario results

in higher latencies due a higher inter node distance compared

to the indoor scenario. The outliers of the measurement can

be explained by packet loss effects caused by bad link quality.

Each additional hop adds approximately 100ms delay to the

transmission for CRX and 500ms for WOR.

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We presented a comprehensive system for fence surveillance

with wireless sensor networks. Real-world requirements like

energy-awareness have been covered by tailored hardware

and adjusted software, while scalability is reached through

the introduction of multiple base nodes. Further we obtain

a ubiquitous integration of the modular sensor node with its

power supply and housing into a fence. To outreach these

results we developed a robust and weather-proof housing that

contains a replaceable power supply for expeditious sensor

node deployment and maintenance. Our expected lifetime of

more than 280 days outperforms the current state of the art

by four times. Next to our extended support of power saving

functions in hardware and software, lifetime could be extended

thanks to the energy-awareness of WOR which has been

utilized in our system. The expense of increased latency caused

by WOR, is acceptable and fulfills the requirements in our

scenario to provide a responsive distributed fence surveillance

system. The in-network classification optimizes the traffic

load while holding on a high detection accuracy. For the

future we will research on energy harvesting components that

will benefit from the given energy-awareness. New areas of

application like bridge surveillance with a long life monitoring

or ubiquitous devices to support athletes and people with

reduced mobility during rehabilitation will be evaluated. The

impact of data quality assessment on event detection accuracy

and energy-awareness will be investigated in the future to

enhance data aggregation impact.
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